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Armstrong Verbally Slaps·SGA Legislators
STEVE MILLER
Editor
SGA legislators were verbally
slapped by former member Bill
Armstrong at Monday night's
By

meeting~

Armed with results ot a· poll
conducted in the Residence Hall
Senate, Armstrong charged that
legislators have attended only
22 per cent ot the dormitory
meetings in their respective districts.
The poll, representing the observations ot every dormitory
president, was conducted to de·
termlne the effectiveness of the
legislature in representing stu.
dent opinion and conveying SG A
news, according to Armstrong.
He suggested that legislators
who tall to maintain close -con·
tact with students cannot help
but vote blindly on issues confronting the legislature.
Armstrong agreed that just
representation demanded a substantial amount of time, but add·
ed: "It's all part ot the job."
Legislators present at Mon·
day's meeting explained they

found difficulty in gaining ~cess
to dormitory meetings.
·
"I can remember trying to
attend meetings at Wilson. In·
variably they'd be after gentle·
men visiting hours," Legisla.
·t or John Powers said.
Residence Hall Senate Prest• ;
dent Ted Pearson attributed such·
difficulties to poor commWllca.
tlon between dorm presidents
and legislators.
"The solution ls for dorm
presidents ~d legislators alike
to get on the ball," Pearson
said.
Representatives Delores Hut·
ches, Virgina Poggi and Powers
all felt Armstrong's criticisms
were helpful.
"It might encourage the leg·
islators to become closer with
their constituents," Miss Hut·
chens said.
Don C arlton1 also a member
of the body, believes that it is
unnecessary for legislators to
attend every dorm meeting.
"I think a 50 per cent at.
tendence record ls sufficient,"
Carlton said.

Miss Poggi said she, like many
other legislators, grow tired ot
representing students who care
Uttle about SGA affairs.
"If we had more support from
the kids we might be rµore entusiastic," she remarked.

TED PEARSON
"get on the balL. .''

SGA Declares Union Board Illegal
Former legislator Bill Armstrong charged that present
legislators have attended only 22 percent of the dormitory
meetings. His figures are the result of a survey he ·
conducted at Residence Hall Senate. He hopes this repart
will "kick old and new legislators in the. rear.end/'

Curriculum Committee Updates
Outmoded Classes and Catalog
By 'ALICE JOHNSON
Staff Reporter
"An SGA curriculum com·
mttte was formed three weeks
ago. It will try to resolve con.
cerns which arise out of the cur•
riculum,'' Dennis Hamilton, SG A
president, said.
"There are around 200 classes in the catalog which have not
been taught for two years. They
are outdated, have no teachers, or have been replaced by
another class.
"This presents several problems. Students may decide to
come to Central because they
think they can get these classes. Students already enroll·
ed want the classes iisted and
find some are not offered,"
Hamilton added.
"All departments on the cam·
pus are evaluating their courses
in an attempt to weed out these
dead classes.
"Another problem is the length
of classes. The average class
is a little over three hours.
students have to take a large
number ot classes for few cred·
its," Hamilton said.
An investigation ls being con·
ducted by the curriculum com·
mittee to see what can be done
about increasing class length.
"Students can't change the cat•
alog, but they can put pressure
.on the f acuity. In this way the

committee will act in an advisery capacity," Hamilton satd.
"President.James Brooks has
offered the curriculum com·
mittee any help he can give."
More students are needed
on the committee. They should
contact Hamilton or Carol Hun·
ziker.
"I think we'll come up with
some pretty good conclusions,"
Hamilton said.

SGA Announces
New Legislators
Winners of the SG A legisla.
tlve positions were announced
late Wednesday night.
Robb Riday took on-campus
men's position No. 1 over Gregory c. Schmitt, while Robin
Rambo, write-in candidate, took
the second position over Gil
Fleury and Art Mabbot.
Filling the on-campus women's
positions wlll be Kathy Noble,
who ran unopposed, and Mar.
lene Bloomquist, who won over
SuAnne Fint.
Off-campus men will be rep.
resented by Norlyn Skallman and
Larry St . .Pierre, both of whom
ran unopposed.
The off-campus women's post·
tions have not been filled yet
as both candidates were disqualified .

By LARRY BURROUGH
tion which stipulated they would
Managing Editor
be a committee, separate from
Members ot the student Un· SGA, therefore having control
Ion Board were taken from of· of membership regulations, Gal·
fice as a result ot a move in lant said.
Monday night's SGA meeting to
"This action was given ap.
correct the "11legallty" of the proval by the administration,
present situation.
but no action was taken by SGA
"The present Union Board until now."
members have not been appoint·
"This problem ls a result ot
ed by the SGA president, with the negligence ot both parties
the approval ot the SGA legis- for not having come to an agree•
. lature as our constitution stl• ment sooner." Gallant added.
pulates," Dennis Hamilton, SGA
We feel that because we were
president said.
approved by the administration,
Union Board have contested . the negligence on thepartofSGA
this action on the grounds that is a recognition ot the Union
they are an autonomous com· Board as autonomous committee
mittee, according to Ray Gal· Gallant said.
lant, Union Board member.
As a result of the SG A move
"Four years ago the Union the union board applicants will
Board set lip its own constltu· be screened by the SGA Per·

sonnel Committee.
The Union Board members are
taking their appeal to the Honor Council, Gallant said.
"According to the constitu·
tion, if a committee is established by the administration it
is considered legal. Since the
Honor council is the only body
that can interpret the constitu·
tlon we are going to them to
see If this clause applies to the
Union Board, Gallant concluded •

Applications Due
Degree applications for students planning to receive a BA
degree at the erid of Winter
Quarter are now being accepted
in the Registrar's Office. ~
gree application deadline isJan·
uary 12, 1968.

Apathy Still Remains legislative Challenge
.Apathy still remains a stubMarc Mc Bride, eD!cutive
born challenge to SGA offi· vice president added;
cials, according to Dennis
"You are never going to
Hamilton, SGA president.
stop the apathy problem com·
"Although a recent Crier plety but you can help bring
article provoked 25-30 stu- a few more people over to
.dent visitations to my office, our side."
the problem ot apathy conCommenting on what more
tinues.
can be done, Hamilton said;
"I'm getting to the point
"I haven't the slightest idea
where I wlll be unwilling to how to get kids to speak up
spend my time on problems for what theywandt. The ideal
If students don't care,'' Hamway is for them to come
ilton said.
see me. I can't do too much
on the other hand, Tim · without unlfied student supWing, social vice president port,,
remarked;
Wing commented;
"Instead of giving up be·
"It's a basic fact that most
cause people are apathetic, people don't care for one rea.
our job should be to help the
son or another. It's no dlf.
people who are already ~ ferent here than in society
volved and those who we can but it's part of our job to
stimulate into being Involved try to get people involved.
into being as effective and
Like balling the Pacific
purposeful as possible.''
ocean, you can gain some

ground but you will never
completely accomplish your
goal."

MARC McBRIDE
••bring people over ••

SeOttle·Hippie Editor Typifies Youth Rebellion
as a symptom of a sick society~
however, these groups are blam·
ed for the ills of society, because
they qualify as being "hippie.
commie • beatnik • weirdos, 1•
according to Delay.
Why is there all this confu..
sion? "Haven't we been work,.
tng to get technology to protect
us from the environment? . AI¥i
haven't we gotten that technol·
ogy. Then why the black ghetto,
the migrant workers, the war
in Vietnam?" he demanded.
Delay maintains these all re.

By LAUREL SMITH
News Editor
Jack Delay, bearded and beaded feature editor of Seattle's
Helix, spoke before an enthusi·
astlc Curbstone audience TUes.
day on the topic "Youth Rebel.
lion."
"The juvenile delinquents,
Black Panther and Hippies are
all just another aspect of the
youth rebellion," began Delay.
He maintained all these moodD
were reactions to a sick society.
Rather than being recognized

suit from "cultural paranoia,''
the hypocrisy which pervadev
every aspect of society: relt.
gton, personal life, politics, law,
where people strive to best one
another.
Because of this, Delay negates
the value of organized religion.
"Christ was a very turned on
tootvtdual. He knew it was use.
less to try to communicate with
more than one generation. It
was his followers who institu..
ttonaltzed, dogmatlzed. Religion
became more and more prostt.

tuted. People profess the Chris.
tian ethic but laugh at those,
the Dudley Do-goods, who follow

Delay tries to illustrate the
unity of ma'n and God. "Some
say the skin separates man frQm
air. Actually it connects man to
the air. Or does ·u matter?
The definition between "self''
and "other" ts arbitrary.

tt.
"The
established
church
doesn't fulflll the spiritual role
in man's life, it merely per.
petuates the differencesbetween
man and god."

Herein, according to Delay,
lies the crux of the problem
of man's estrangement from hiu
humanity and the cultural paranoia found today. It is shown in
personal life:
"Look at the divorce rate, 1 •
Delay charged. And he f eelLJ
that people's attitude toward se:1:
life mirrors their attitude toward other aspects of life.
"People
masturbate each
other, they use each other," not
caring if the other ts fulfilled.

CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS AROUND THE
WORLD ADD MEANING TO CHRISTMAS
GIVING, THEY TEACH THE SPIRIT OF
CHRISTMAS-THAT TO GIVE-IS
REALLY RECEIVING

Delay fielded many questions,
ranging from his attitudes about
the war in Vietnam to the ef.
fects of different drugs. And
the answers often returned to
this same premise, the one which
he feels is the answer for
sodety:
"People have just got to learn
to be human."

JACK DELAY
" .• Christ was turned on •• "

National Magazine Recognizes
Excellence of Central Graduate

DID YOU KNOW THAT
IN DENMARK:

A Marysville elementary
school teacher, Ted Bingell, a
1964 graduate of Central has
been awarded a national teach·
ing honor and is featured in
the November issue of a national
elementary school publication,
"The Instructor."
Bingell, who grew up in seattle,
was the only male kindergarten
teacher in the state last year,
according to Principal Charles
Thacker, also a CWSC graduate.
c 'The Instructor'' began its
"excellence in teaching award"
in September of 1963 and will
continue the program untll each
state has had its "top teacher''
recognized. Washington's and
November's top teacher is
Bingell.
"Ted's high achievement re·
flects very favorably on him,
the Marysvllle Public Schools,
and Central Washington state
College," President Brooks
said.
"The Instructor" article outlines Ted's busy days as a kin·
dergarten teacher. It reads,
"Were the children shy of a
man teacher? 'Not one child
cried the first day.' Ted report·
ed. on the contrary, he became·
a father figure to the five-year ..
olds. 'Sometimes they forgot
. and called me Daddy.' he says.
Then he smiles, 'sometimes they
really forgot and called me
Mama?'"

Jules Nissen, a Christmas elf brings all the gifts. He
comes on Christmas Eve which is the festive date of
the Christmas season. After dinner, Danish families
· enter their living rooms which had been locked for
weeks, fight candles, dance around the tree, and then
open their gifts together.

Christmas is iust around the corner and it's time
again for that annual shopping spree. This year
why not do it the e~sy WJly-shop at J & J Jewelers for ALL of your gift needs. J & J Jewelers-in
the Plaza-iust a few steps from the campus. We
have gifts for Mom and Dad, Husband or Wife,
Boy Friend, Girl Friend, Roommate, Brother, Sister-everyone on your shopping list.
At .J & J Jewelers · your gifts are always Christmas
wrapped free of charge and wrapped to mail if
you wish. Use our Way-Away plan-$1.00 holds
your selection 'til Christmas-and budget terms
are available to fit your needs.
Shop Early-Shop Relaxed
Shop at J & J Jewelers

J

&J

JEWELERS

IN THE PLAZA

CHRISTMAS RIGHT HERE HAS ITS CUSTOMS .TOO
WE'RE PROUD TO ,eE PART OF ITS JOY TO YOU

He is active in the Marysvllle Education- Association and
he is a member of Phi Delta
Kappa and the Washington Edu·
cation Association.
His major dream for Cascade
School ls a small-scale farm
where the children can actually
raise their own animals and
plants.
Ted's teaching assignments ln·
elude second grade and kinder·
garten and this year in an upper
grade.
"It's good experience but kin·
dergarten w111, I think, always
be my favorite," he explains.
Hls principal is quoted in the
magazine saying "Ted made kindergarten a place where chil·
dren yearned to come every
day-a place where each child
was motivated to love school
and to learn."

Music Students Try
Solo Performance
Private music students, di·
rected by Barbara Brummett"
perfor~ed Tuesday night, 8:15
p,m., in Hertz auditorium.
"Students are chosen when
instructors think they are ready
to perform," Miss Brummett,
instructor in music, said.

GRAND
OPENING
Of THE

ANNOUNCING THE

SUB PERB

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANERS
LOCATED IN THE CENTER OF THE SUB

Enioy The Convenience Of ON-CAMPUS SERVICE

Winner of the $20 Gift Certificate Is Mac Musick
Good At The Knickerbocker in The Plaza

SPECIAL

TWO Like Garments Laundered Or

...

,,,,~ ~

Dry Cleaned 'For The Price Of One. · -~
·~

Offer Good Until NOV. 22.

Open Monday Thru Frldc.t 8 a.m. To 12 noon -

1 p.m. To 5 p.m.

Dr. Ericksc»n "RetU'rn5. Fron1 Swederi
A Viking-errant has just re.
turned to Central after a 14.
month sojourn in Sweden.
Dr. Kenneth Erickson, associate professor of geography,
has spent the last year .study.
ing the mor phology of Swedish
-· sawmill towns under a gr ant
sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences.
Using the university town of
Uppsala, 50 miles north of Stockholm, as a. base of operations,
Erickson l&"avveled the sparsely
papulated sawmill tC1wns around
the Arctic Circle. These towns
date fro in 18 50 but are modern

industries, not populated by the
American notion of Northern
dwellers, the Eskimo and the
nomadic herder. "This was a
geographical study of planning
and siting; I try to keep out of
the sociological aspects," he
explained.
"Some of the things I tried
to determine were why they (the
original settlers) chose the
coastal sites, why some settle.
ments survived andothersdidn't
and reasons for planning the
towns as they did." The study
should be published by the sum.
mer of 1968. ·

Co-Recreation Program Plans
For Unorgnized Participation
Every Saturday 1·4 p.m. and
1SUnday 2-5 p.m. you can par.
·ticipate in almost any sport
imaginable. How? Through the
Co-Recreational program held at
Nicholson Pavilion.
"Come and go as you please.
This is unorganized participation where individuals pick and
choose whatever sport they
please simply by showing their
S.G.A. card,'' Dickstevens,rec·
reation co-ordinator, said.
Some of the activities offered
are swimming, horseshoes, cro-

and Stevens as ex-officio mem·
bers.
It meets once a month to ''de·
velop new programs and uses
of the facilities for recreation."
Also under the direction of the
board in the weekend film program.
"We are planning an even
greater selection for winter
quarter. How about films like
"The Ipcress File," "Lord
Jim," "Cat Ballou," and "King
Rat?" Stevens said.
The board is working on sev·
eral new things now. Interstate
competition in chess, bridge,
pool, ping.pang and bowling is
one. Another is a charter trip
to Europe for a reduced rate.
"There's no end to the things
we might do. we could go out
for skiing _and ice skating if
enough students were interested.
I'm always here, willing to
listen to students with ideas and
complaints,'' Stevens added.

Foundation Awards
Grant to Biologists

KAREN NIXON
Chairman
quet, archery, weight training,
and basketball.
Others are volleyball, badmitton, handball, handball, table
tennis, trampoline, gymnastics,
and tumbling.
The sports program is under
the direction of the Recreation
Advisory Board, which includes
Karen Nixon, chairman, Randy
Schroes, Prof. Don Williams,
Albert H. Poffenroth and Mrs.
Helen McCabe, with .App Legg
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Call.
FREE PICK

•

ED'S CLEANERS
925• 1688
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ALL DORMS

AN D DELIVERY AT

STICK AGAIN
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FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
~ AUTO SERVICE

~ ~~!~~~M~~O~~!!!

Independent Auto
Repair
603 N. Main
.925-5539

P'RICES SLASHED!
56 Cadillac Convut.
.. $395
. .. <pg~
') 7 Nli:rs•ny l 1Fhr .
... $34"5
62 Stu-deba-ker Fordor
59 Mercury Wagon
.-. $645
60 Studebaker _Station Wago~ . . . ........ ~$295
. : $26~
57 Mercury Station Wagon ·
62 Mercury Fardor
..
$795
... -C)') i::- rwj r-; ::i I1 xi ~ TI j rj ') r
.$795
61 Pont. Sedan . . .·. ._
61 Buick Ford_or Hard.tc?P . _
. $695
61 Falcon Wagon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. ~ $695

,.
. ,,

-~445

Kelleher Motor Co.
6th and Pearl

· Phone 925-1408
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JUST ARRIVED!
MINNETONKA
"TRAMPER BOOTS"'-

NEW
For Men or Women
Knee-High Boots
Available Thru
Special Order
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LIVE
FRI. & SAT.

."HAWK'S OTHER

With Your Dry
Cleaning And Pressing?

.

~·

for Central's fall quarter but
was offered a teaching pasition
for the fall term at the Univer..
sity of Uppsala, the oldest university in Scandinavia. "It was
very nice teaching there," he
reminisced, explaining the sem.
inar system that placed small
emphasis on lectures.
Erickson returned Oct. 27 to
his two geography classes, which
had been taken over by two colleagues, Bill Speth and Dr. Joel
Andress.

WHYWALK

'

r

"I feel real fortunate this
year because they were very
short on finances, but they kick.
ed through," Dr. Philip c. Dumas, head of the Biology Department, said.
Dumas was ref erring to the
National Science Foundation.
Central was awarded an $18,200
grant by this organization for a
two.year study of a Northwest
salam~nder complex.
"There are five sal~mander
complexes in different areau
of the Northwest," Dr. Dumau.
explained.
Dumas believes the salamanders were interconnected at one
time.
"ThP-y must have become sep.
arated by climatic differences."
He plans to study the gene
make-up of the salamanders to
dis~over when these climatic
changes occurred.
A proposal of .this study was
submitted to the National Sci.
ence Foundation. It was evalu..
ated by a panel of experts.

Erickson left for Sweden with
his family in the summer of
1966. "Moving to Sweden wau
easy from the material stand.
paint. She is called 'Little
America' by her Scandinavian
neighbors. There are many con.
veniences such as carsanddisb.
washers, as in the U.S.
''However, tradition is still
very strong in certain areas,
such as aesthetics and design."
Erickson planned to return

LET'S GET
HAPPY HOUR
ON THE

'Mills Saddle N Togs
C:omplet~ Western Outfitters 4th & Malq__~ 962-2312

WORLD"

.

'.

.

SGA Sponsors
Act One Tour
Of Sound Area

SGA Attempts Sample :Critique ;
"On Monday we hope to run
a sample critique on one professor in each of the 24
departments at Central,"
Dennis Hamilton, SGA pres.
ident, said.
"This sample critique will
help us find and alleviate
problems before we begin
work on the major critique
next quarter.

"We would appreciate more
students on the committee if
they are interested," Hamllton said.
''It is important that all
students beobjectiveandfalr.
U the committee decides students are unjustly harsh, we
won't do a critique winter
quarter,''
Hamilton concluded.

Each faculty member in the
survey will be evaluated on
one upper division and one
lower division class.

Dr. Ericson
Contributes

"Next quarter the same
procedure wlll beused. How.
ever, professors may choose
widch two classes they wish
to have evaluated," Hamilton
said.

Central's Act One Club will
go on an SG A sponsored tour of
the Puget Sound area Nov. 27Dec. 1.
The group will perform two and
sometimes three times a day for
high schools and junior colleges
in the area, explained Dr. Betty :
Evans, associate professor of
drama and adviser for the club . .

Students in the classes will
evaluate the professors.
There are nine questions anc
five ratings on the forms
A committee will compil•
the results. Reports will bE
sent to the faculty, theDean's
Council,
the President's
Counc"1, and SGA.

Author of a chapter in a re.
cent Random House book-a crit.
ical case study of Demosthenes' ·
"On the Crown" - is Dr. Jon
Ericson, professor of speech
and drama and d~partment chair·
man at Central
Dr. Ericson's contribution in '
entitled ''Rhetorical Criticism:
How to Evaluate a Speech.''
In explaining the publication, :
Dr. Ericson said it includes the)
first modern translation of this
masterpiece of ancient oratory.

There are three people on
the committee now: Hamilton,
Claude Stritmatter, and Bar·
bara Wiseman.

The translation is written by
John Keaney, a member of the
Princeton University depart..
ment of classics.

Dee Torrey, a graduate ass is- ·-·
tant, is director for the program.
"Fifty minutes ln length, it
will include 'Pyramus and This.
be' from Shakespeare's 'A Mid·
summer-Night's Dream,' aswell
as a Reader's Theatre adaption,
'Behind the Beyond' by Stephen
Leacock,'' Dr. Evans said. The last play is an English royal
comedy done in upper-class Eng·
lish accent, she added.

1

1

TRAVELERS THREE SET
The Travelers Three willper.
form Monday, Nov. 27 at 8 p.m.
in McConnell Auditorium.

1

More God Talk

and other-directed mind, "My
dents in today's society want
Lord, and my God.''
are answers which can be backed
up wlth evidence and convic.
Larry Pierson
To the Editor:
tions, and which are neither
Barry Wilson
As students of scripture, we wishy-washy nor so obscured in
Lee Forstrorr. .
found it most difficult to under- the fog of intellectual inanity
609 N. Chestnut
stand the "Ramblings" (a good that understanding is well-nigh :
925-2424
name?) of Rev. Phil Hanni in impossible.
the last two issues of the Crier.
May we suggest to Mr. Hanni
In trying to understand bis rea- that he either enter a field in
soning in "God Talk" and "Man which he ran muster up enough
To the Editor:
Finds God in Paradox,'' we came bellef in its basic concepts that :
The front page story in last
to this conclusion.
he will be enabled to provide : week's Crier was indeed an
The Rev. Phil Hanni is a man clear an!:wers, or dse apply · interesting one. Y. T. Wither.
who earns his living by philos- his "term" to himself in so
spoon, dean of students, stated,
ophizing about something which concrete a manner that his self.
"It is hoped that through drug
he doesnotbelievein;can take no estrangem~nt becomec; a thing
education we can reduce the
strong stand on; or define with of the Pa~ •
amount of drugs used on cam.
any degree of accuracy. This is
we ho:i;~ Mr. Hanni and his pus."
a sad thing indeed, for it is associate theologians will reaAlso ln this story, Crier read.
much like the salesman who lize tha:. unless they come up ers learned that, "drugs grow
persuades others to buy his with some sound answers to wild in the valley and if a per.
product that he might earn a pressing problems which are
son had thoroughly studied the
living, when he cannot state being asked concerning the very
different plants he would beable
with assurance there even if: essence of life itself, they will
to find the weed.''
such a product, let alone usef:l be !orced to start tightening their
This was further substantiated
it himself.
belts. Note the Pharisees of by Dr. Miller in his assertion .
Being intellectually honest, Christ's time-they didn't, and
that, "he bas spoken with stu.
how can one purport to be a they were.
dents who have cultured drug.
"reverend" if what he says he
It is our hope that this letter
producing plants in the surround.
is selling is only a nebulous will be viewed a constructive ing hills."
term which has the theoretical criticism; for should Mr. Hanni
It seems to this reader that
possibility of allowing him to or anyone else wish to question the "drug education" tips of.
overcome his self • estrange. us concerning how they might fered by this story would be
ment?
go about finding the answers very effective in increasing inIt is our flrm conviction that to the questions which they are
terest in plant biology, and may
students meet enough uncer. being asked, we stand ready and offer an incentive to engage
tainty, enough questions for willing to extend our help in in recreational hikes in the sur.
which they vainly seek answers. any way passlble. It is our rounding hills.
In their school environment, they desire they might find in the
As a transfer student, I am
feel no need or even a desire ~'term" God all the love, pur.. very impressed wlth the Campus
to place themselves under the pose, realistic meaning, and joy Crier in its dissemination of
auspices of yet another disci. which we have found through such pertinent information, and
pllne which does not answer, Christ Jesus, that they might incidentally, by the relatively
but asks. We believe what stu- be able to say from a fUll heart . _ high level of journalistic abil·
ity evidenced throughout the publication.
Gene Dick
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, STEVEN L MILLER; MANAGING EDITOR, LARRY BURROUGH;
Off-campus
ACTIVITIES EDITOR, MARLENE BLOOMQUIST; SPORTS EDITOR, CHRISrFRUITRICH;

Impressed

BUSINESS MANAGER,
RICHARD WRIGHT.

SHARRON

THQMPSON;

ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVE,

Published wHkly on Fridays during the academic year except
during examination w"ks and holidays by students of Central ,
Washington State College. Printed on the Record Press. Entered'
Cll second class matter at the U.S. Post Offic., Ellensburg, Wash.
98926. Editor, Ste'Wllfl L. Miller. lsns. Mgr., Sharon Thompson.
faculty Advisor, Douglas A. Lang. Offic.s in Samuelson Union
Building. Telephone 963-1201. Vi-s expressed are those of the
~'!~nt staff, not n~rily of Central Washington State Collge ..

Apology
To the Editor:
The sharp rebuke received
from Mr. Inno Ukaeje as a re.
suit of the Africa article in the
Campus Crier o! Oct. 20wasnot

entirely unexpected. It would
certainly have been deserved if
the story had accurately reflect.
ed our total attitude and opinion
after two years in Africa.
Mr. Ukaeje seemed to think
I had written the article. This
was not the case. In fact we
were somewhat disturbed, our.
selves, on seeing the story in
the Crier, to realize that a
minor item of interest mentioned
at the end of the hour-long interview had been given the major
emphasis.
Apparently this was what had
most impressed the two nice
young girl reporters who had
handled the interview. Unfor.
tunately, there was no mention
of the great beauty of the country, the kindness and hospitality
of its people, the eager inter.
est of students, and our very
real feeling of privilege in being
there at all. But we are sorry
to have offended Mr. Ukaeje's
understandable pride in his mag.
nificent country, and hope he
will accept our apologies.
Sincerely 1
George L. Sogge

Hypocrisy
To the Editor:
Central's "wave" of drug use
seems quite typical of vice scandals, generally. In sociology,
the term "vice" refers to that
kind of deviance in which, un.
like the usual crime, the ''victim" is the willing participant
in the legal offense. Since they
are msed on cooperation, the
vices tend to be organized in
stable
social relationships,
much like business relationships.
The vices are produced by
the existence of sumptuary laws.
i.e., ''blue laws." These are
norms which forbid some kind
of speech, food, clothing, activity or belief. In all cultures
sumptuary laws are in consiant
change, now rising, now falling•

throughout history. All that is
needed to produce a "crime
wave" is to increase the strict.
ness of the norm.
In a recent book, "The Way.
ward Puritans," Kai Erikson ex-.
amined three "crime waves'' in
early New England society, one
of which was the Salem witch
hunt of 1692. He found evidence that the Puritans actual.
Iy needed these vice scandals
to enhance their own social solidarity, their unity and cohesiveness. What are the effects of
these "crackdowns?" The most
immediate effect seems to be
that the price of vice goes up·
gambling crackdowns make t.....
odds longer, liquor crackdowns
(prohibition) increase the price
of "moonshine," dope raids increase the amount of sugar (the
"cut") which is added to heroin,
prostitution crackdowns make
the price higher. The second ef.
feet is that there is punishment
and harassment of suspects:
witches are discovered, "dope
fiends" are caught, "reds" are
exposed, degenerates are rooted
out. The third effect, as Erikson suggests, is an increase in
the social solidarity of the "out.
raged citizens." People expect
to have high status for abiding
by norms. But how can they
experience high status and moral
superiority unless they can find
a deviant from these norms?
Leaving aside the sociological
language, what we maybeseeing
at Central and in Ellensburg
is hypocrisy.
Charles Hawkins
Department of Sociology

Drug Add
To The Editor:
In last week's front page story
concerning drugs I was quoted
frequently and accurately. For
this I have no quarrel. However,
an unfortunate juxtapositlon of
the story's main theme made it
appear that I had stated that 25
per cent ot Central's students
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BY JOHN JOHNSON

By Laurel Smith
''We'll sit awhile~ talk, learn
each other's worth and come
together silently, against the
tender earth."
So opens the album, "The
Earth," with lyrics by Rod
McKuen and music by Anita
Kerr. It ls the companion album
to "The Sea'' which was released last spring. The works are
a totally new concept in record·
ings. McKuen's thoughts present themselves against the lush
orchestrations of Miss Kerr.
Rod McKuen is the poet of the
twentieth century. His first
book, "Stanyan Street and Other
Sorrows" is the large st selling
book ol poetry in the last thirty
years. His newest, "Listen to
the warm," published by Ran·
dom House, shows signs of surpassing all books of poetry in
the century in sales. McKuen
s ot love and beauty and ten-

"The Sea" deals mostly with
lost love and loneliness, while
"The Earth" deals with human
emotion in all things.
The most striking work, to
me, is "The Day They Built
the Road," from "The Earth."
It describes the feelings of a
small boy watching a construction crew build a highway through
his rural farmland
In an age where the words
"life" and "love" are being
used with reckless abandon to
fit an ever growing number of
movements, Rod McKuen and
Anita Kerr show us what love
and life really are. It's sur·
prising to find out how much
we've forgotten.
'ff, on Thanksgiving Day, you
have trouble finding things to
be thankful for, listen to "The
Earth," and I'm sure that your
troubles will be over.

derness, thoughts which are
strangely lacking in the modern
poets. His gift is truly unique
and McKuen ls now coming to
the front in terms ot popularity.
Anita Kerr, is the greatest
female composer in the world.
This seems an amblquous statement, but try to name other female comPosers. In what ls
designed to be a man's world,
Anita Kerr has invaded and conquered with some of the most
beautiful music ever recorded.
Her themes set the mood .for
"The Sea" and "The Earth,"
and musically express McKuen's
Thoughts. In the "Earth,"
McKuen describes the sexual
union of man and woman, and
Miss Kerr's arrangement must
be heard to be believed. She
captures every aspect of total
love and leaves the listener
awestruck.

BY REV. PHIL HANNI
Recent letters and articles
in the Crier about student
apathy at cwsc leave me a
bit confused. For instance,
as a newcomer to Central,
I am ·frankly struck with the
fact that a good deal more
is happening here than on
campuses with .comparable
backgrounds; I have in mind
such happenings as Curbstone, Symposium, Dorm Di·
alogues, the Scholar in Residence Program, the Interbisciplinary Seminars, the
International Film Series,
etc.
At the same time, I also
find it true that SGA itself
is not apparently involved
in the cutting edge of basic
issues facing society and
higher education. And, just
as disheartening, I find the
vast range of voluntary organizations at Central are
not on the ·cutting edge either.
However, I am doubtful if
the heart of the problem has
yet been reached. The above
mentioned articles indicate a
request for the mass of stu.
dents to come to the SGA
with serious concerns in order that SGA might itself get.:

on with more important matters. But, perhaps the situation is really the opposite.
Perhaps it is the responsibility of the SGA to be perceptive of the important issues and to take the initia·
tive to see that they are confronted here at Central. Why
should elected legislators
wait for a grass roots movement among the students?
Perhaps the SGA is not here
to respond to outside pressures and requests, but is
here to take the responsibilities in these matters.
A host of serious problems
face us; it is not possible
the SGA should place them on
the agenda, discuss them, and
then pass them on to the voluntary organizations of the
campus, where they can be
haooled in depth? Facing us
are such issues as: Is the
university an agency of social
change? Is the universitythe
major institution in our SO•
ciety equipped to get on with
the public dialogue about aP.
propriate values for the late
20th century? Does ROTC
have any justifiable place in
the academic venture? Should

a great college sponsor a
series of in-depth, public conferences on the major social
problems? Are we learning
anything from the "free university" movement relevant
to pedagogical methods, etc.?
What about alumni seminars
during commencement and
homecoming? What types of
dorm life are conducive to
"total education"? Maybewe
can learn something from the
new experiments at Kennedy
Hall on this point.
My suggestion is that SGA
decide what issues they believe are truly vital to higher
education and to society, and
then frankly ask campus organizations to confront them
in depth; organizations such
as RHS, faculty senate, Action
for New Democracy, Young
Republicans, Young Democrats, People-to-People, the
Drug Advisory Committee,
the
Religious
Activities
Board, dorm councils, etc.,
ought to be assigned some of
the critical issues with which
to grapple, for the sake of
us all, and the SGA ought
to attempt to get them mov: i~.
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bad either experimented with,
or used marijuana. I did not make
this statement. It appears un·
realistic to make such a flat
, statement of fact concerning an
area which could at best be subject to conjecture.
The 25 per cent figure is a
disservice to Central's students
and tends to put the whole drug

problem out of focus.
The following is an attempt
to place the entire matter in
some kind of perspective: students at Central should now be
well aware of the college pol•
icy concerning drug use. They
should be cognizant of the legal
implications of any abuse ot.
laws dealing with drugs. And
after reading last week's
edition ot the Crier, our stu-

dents should know the several
places on campus which provide
them with contldentlal help U
they have any problems orque&o
tions associated with drug use or
abuse.
Beyond this, the drug advisory·
committee is working to provide
continuous facutal intormallon
·concerning drugs to our student
body.
Don Wise

"The Three Penny Opera" is exciting. The characters
are thrilling in their humanness, their greed and pettiness.
And the play, originally by Bertolt Brecht with music by
Kurt Weill, is brilliant and terrifying in the exactness
by which it pinpoints human platitudes and attitudes and
strips them down to the basics, leaving no room for
hypocrisy.
Much of this is accomplished by the tremendous Weill
score. The lyrics contain the meat of the play; the dialogue
merely joins the songs. These lyrics embody the spirit,
the theme of the play: "OUr middle' s empty, there it all
begins ••. your virtues and your vices are so dear to you.
First feed the face and then talk right or wrong. 'Cause
even common folk can act like sinners if they don't have
their customary dinners."
And Macheath sings, ".What
keeps a man alive? He lives
on others; he likes to taste
them first and eat them whole
if he can." Peachum comments on many things: ''Useless, it's useless; our kind
of life's too rough'' and concludes with ''The reply to a
kick in the pants is just another kick in the pants." The
atonal, non-melodic music accents the harshness of the
lyrics.
The brutal lyrics are accompanied by an eight-piece
cabaret band, typically popular • banal. However, the
band has a tendency to drown
out some songs.
The sets tie in with the
theme and music: they are
blatant, jarring. The floors
and risera are painted in
sharp oranges juxtaposed
DR. RICHARD LEINAWEA VER with greens and purples. The
props are few: there is Peachum' s desk, the entry platform (which servesalsoas whorehouse and gallows, the jail, and the stable furnishings.
The total effect is completed with the black backdrops.
The credits are delivered before the play on a short
film, depicting beggars, whores and the Gang in their
daily activities. Though technical effects were sloppy in
general, they were somewhat redeemed by the screen on
Peachum's desk, onto which. flashes words-to-the-wise:
. "Love is Rosier than a Tanned Bottom; Money Rules the
World;" and "Is There No Such Thing as Moral Fiber? No.''
Clips from war films flash onstage as Macheath and Tiger
Btown sing the Army Song: "Johnny is miss~g, Jimmy is
dead, and George went crazy shooting; but blood is blood
and red is red for the army's still recruiting.''
The costumes fit the eclectic nature of the play: some
were period outfits, as the action takes place during the
-coronation of Queen Victoria. Other costumes are modern,
as are Peachum' s.
The story centers around Polly Peachum's elopement
with Mack the Knife, otherwise known as Macheath and
captain of a gang of cutthroats. Polly is the daughter of
J. J. Peachum, operator of a city-wide syndicate to or•
ganize beggars to better benefit from the fruits of human
kindness. Peachum and his sl11tternlyw1fedecide Macheath
is not the right man for their daughter and take action
to dispose of him legally.
Peachum approaches Tiger Brown, commissioner of
police. But because Brown is Mackie's old war "buddy''
there is no evidence against him. However, Brown must
turn against Mackie to save his own skin.
Mrs. Peachum arranges for Jenny, favorite of Mac·
heath's whores, to call in the police when he makes his
regular Thursday visit, even though he has been warned
of his impending arrest and should be escaping. Released
from jail by his other wife and mistress of the jail, Lucy
Brown, Macheath is again betrayed by his women, proving
Mrs. Peachum's statement: "'.rhe greatest men in history
always trip themselves up on the windowsills of whorehouses."
The time for Macheath's hanging approaches but he ts
reprieved just as the rope slips about his neck. The
audience, however, is warned that life seldom ends in so
happy a manner.
The play will run tonight and tomorrow night in McConnell Auditorium, with curtain time at 8 p,m. Adult
admission is $1.50; children are $. 75; students are ad.
mitted free with SGA cards.
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Struggling for Speech
Mary Newman and Heidi Pederson (right) developed a close.
friendship working together to pronounciate the names of
fruits and vegetables pictured on the cards, Ricky Fine,
Derk Varnum and Greg Schllesman work with Sharon
O'Neil (left)) on the correct pronounciatlon of the letters
"S" ana "R."
(Photo by Mike Purcell)

Program Aids Poor
Speech and Hearing

Trying Hard .
Tobin Erickson bas a lard time saying a word conta1n1Dg the letter "R.'' Working with
ear phones, Tobin repeats words containlng the lettbl' "R" over and over trying for the
correct promounclaUon. Mike Tebb, Toblns instructor also bas a slight speech problem,
so he ls learning as he taches.
(Photo by Mike Purcell)

A Uttl~ girl sits nervously
on a chair, her hands out in
front of her, fingers spread.
''Will it make me go to sleep?"
she asks as Durward Porter,
lecturer in speech pathology and
audiology, tapes red and white
wires to her fingers.
"No, it might even wake you
up," Porter replies.
"Will it hurt?" she asks.
"No, it may tingle a little
big, but it won't hurt," Porter
answers.
Uncertain and afraid of the
unlmown, Kristine Watsonof Mo.
ses Lake is being tested for hear.
ing.
.
Kristine is only one of many
children who are being helped
by Central students and faculty
for speech and-or hearing prob.
lems at Edison.
As part of the Speech and
Drama department, the program
gives clinical training to Central
students preparing for school
speech and hearing therapy.
Spending at least a half hour
a session three days a week,
students, under the supervision
of a staff member, determme '
the speech problem a child has,
decides procedures, and use all
sJ>eech correcUve techniques 1D

solving the problem.
In the three clinic classes
offered a student will spend
70 clock hours a quarter.
During this time the clinic
gives on-the-job training with
supervision for anything stu.
.d ents might run into in a public
school situation.
The students work with adults,
pre-school children and refer.
rals from the public schools and
those who don't qualify for public
school therapy.
Special projects are done by
many of the students.
'
"Two of the students are work.
Ing in an activity center for
retarded children. Others are
doing speech and hearing eval..
uations with children in the head
start program," Dr. Walter La..
due, acting director of speech
and hearing clinic said.
"The purPose of these pro.
grams is to provide our stu.
dents with a variety of children
and to give service to these
types of programs," Ladue con.
tinued.
Tb.e 50.6 O students who are
currently working with the clinic
will continue their work during
their student teaching by special
placement.

KCWS Celebrates Fifth Year
'Today's Student' are just a
Central's student radio station
few of these student announced
KCWS is now observing the fifth
programs."
anniversary of its entry into
Five years ago the Federa!
regular daily educational brmd.
Communications Commission
casting.
granted the Board o! Trustees
In observance of the tifth an.
authorization for a station,
niversary, KCWS will rebrmd.
KCWS-FM to broadcast on Chan.
cast, in four parts, some pro.
nel 91.5. Today students can
grams which were broadcast
listen to KCWS on their FM
. a few years ago.
radios or on-the AM (which is
"They are concerned with two
cabled in their dorms) any time
fascinating subjects: weird man.
between 5 p.m. and 11 p;m.
ifestations under hypnosis and
the legend of the lost continent
From the start, non"'commer.
cia.l radio oullet KWSC bas
of Atlantis," John Hoglln, direc.
tor of brmdcasttng, said.
placed the accent on socially
desirable programming of high
"They will be broadcast Mon.
days at 7:30 p.m. Along witJJ
educational, cultural interest,
these programs, there will bE
and the students, Hoglin s3.id ..
special emphasis on stuaent an.
''We record all our broadcast
nounced
programs. 'Fanny
so the students will be able to
listen to themselves and learn
Frosh,' 'Knights of the Tuma
Table,' 'KC at the Mike,' anc! · from their mistakes. That way

if a student hears himself make
the ~e introduction to every

record he plays, he'll soon re.
alize it and use a litUe more
creativity rather than cliches,"
Hoglin said.
In taking the one credit course,
Practical Radio, the student
gains experience in public speaking, discipline, writing, and it
sets him up for a beginning and
possible future in broadcast.
ing. RecenUy Jett Manson, a
student staff member of KCWS
Joined Ellensburg radio station
KXLE, Hoglin said.
KCWS receives much of its
support from the administration
under the Speech and Drama.
Department. But SGA bought
most of the cable which was
used for the dorms' AM sys.
terns.

Count Down "Casey at the Mike" is one of the many programs heara
daily at KCWS. _ Bob Kiehn as "Casey" is heard from
5-6:15 p.m. daily. Kiehn is a Cashmere Junior who was
formerly an air personality on KUEH, Wenatchee.
Besides his "Casey at the Mike" show. Kiehn is program
director of KCWS.
(Photo by Mike Purcell) . .

Job Corpsmen Enjoy
Central Game, Play
By WARREN STARR
Staff Reporter
To most students, watching
Central play WhitWorth or see..
ing the "Three Penny Opera'~
are fun things, but they don't
represent anything very. import.
ant or earth-shaking.
But to a Job Corps member
watching a football game and
seemg· a play can be something
to remember and appreciate.
Last weekend, Central' s sOcial
Work Club gave eight Job Corps
members from the Cispus Job
Corps Center near Randall,
Washington, the chance to not
only watch Central play Whit.
worth and see the "Three Penny
Opera," but provided them with
free airplane rides at Bowers
Field.
This weekend, 12 Job Corps.
men from the Fort Simco Job
Corps Center will be on campus
for a similar program.
They will be turning out with
the basketball team from 4 to
5 :30 p.m. ·on Saturday, will attend a program sponsored by the
Baptist Church, and see the
"Three Penny Opera'' Saturday
night. On Sunday they will at.
tend church services, followed
by an airplane ride at Boweru
Field.
Student.Planned
The idea for this type of program, one of the first of its kind
on a college cam1X1s, was instt.
gated by Bob Busenbark, a senior
majoring in sociology.
Busenbark left Central in '62
after three years and worked for
a while in a home for emotion.
ally disturbed children. He was
also a resident worker and coun.
selor at the CiSIX!S Job Corps
Center.
While working for the Job
Corps he noticed the lack of
organized social contact and in.
teraction job corpsmen face.
"Most of the guys in Job Corps
come from impoverished homes.
They are generally high school
drop outs who lack the academic
and technical skills to attain
work.
Opportunity Aids
The Job Corps helps to provide them with these sk1lls, but
as, far as social .a ctivities are
concerned they are usually taken

on a bus to Seattle on weekends
and justdropped. Withnothingto
do do they usually go back to
areas with which they are familiar. What the social club if.:
trying to do is give them a.
little more wholesome and con.
structive activities to occupy
them," Busenbark said.
Busenbark feels this weekend
project, and similar ones are
beneficial not only to the Job
Corpsmen, but to students as
well~

"When the Job Corpsmen come
on campus it gives the studentD
and public a chance to be informed about the Job Corps program and helps them to see a
world they've never see111 be..
fore-Poverty and its effects.
"Job Corps is fighting pov.
erty and is doing a great deal
of good. When more people
see the good it is doing and get
interested, it can only lead to
more and greater strides being
attained," Busenbark said.
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Ra1>id·Shave®lime ...
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Sparks Hall
Is MIA Champ

FREE PRESSING
OF EACH LOAD

SELF SERVICE
DRY CLEANING~

Sparks Hall rallied from
behind to eke out a 14-12 win
over the Swim Team last Sat.
urday to take this yea.r's MIA
touch footmll championship. It
was the first time in ten games
that Sparks had been scored
upon.

UNTIL CHRISTMAS HOLID~ YS
During Attendants Hours
Mon.-Frl. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Evenings 7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Saturdays 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sundays Self Service

.COLLEGE PLACE.

lAUNDROMAT

Next To Arctic Circle

... Ith & Walnut

~s-IRVING YOO~ ••

·cwsc.STUDENTS'
and

~-o_PEN.

FACULTY'.'

'TIL 10:_3 0 p.m.--

Featuring •••

• BAR·B-Q BEEF SANDWICHES
• CHICKEN TO GO
• FISH & CHIPS .

Morrill put the swimmers
ahead on a five.yard touchdown
pass to Clark. 'I'he conversion
failed again and the score was
12-6. With four minutes remain, ing in the game, Smithwick of
Sparks score<Lon a 15-ya.rd run
and the two.point conversion was
good as Sparks went ahead to
stay. The Swim Team received
the kickoff but could not cross
the goal line.

WEBSTER'S :~~9~-~
"Across From CWSC Campus••• On Ith St:r••t"

The MIA table tennis cHam.
pionship that was supposed to
be held last Monday was can.
celled. The championship was
held later in the week but the
results were not available at
press time.

Tw:~~c!~=~t T~!~,

Students $1.00--0ne Of The Year's Best!
Shows At 7:00 & 10:40 Fri. & Sat.
At 4:00 & 7:40 Sunda -At 7:30 Week Ni hts

I

BET

YOU

DIDN'T
KNOW
What were the four greatest football games ever play.
ed? •••

Co-Hit At 8:55 Fri. & Sat. Nights
At 5:55 & 9:35 Sunday-At 9:30 Week Nights

SIDIEJ POITIERANoAllE BAICROfT
. PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRE SE"1 S

THE

SlE DER
THREAD
J

~~
--~~.

Beattle Fans . . . SAT. 2 P.M. NOV. 18 ONLY
Plus "A
HARD DAYS NIGHT"
. . . . ...... .

- - "HELP"
-- -

STARTS WED., NOV. 22--4 DAYS

Sporting Life
By
~Chris ·

.Fruitrich .

sro~TS

EJ.)ITOR,

For those ot you who have spent the majority of your
football afternoons fighting chilled winds and "dripping
sunshine," we .felt It only :fair that you get a look into
the covered and heated press box within which members
of the press may observe the proceedings in a degree
at comfort foreign to the everyday gridiron fan.
In fairness to rank we shall begin in the far northern
extremities ot the shelter with President James Brooks'
section, reserved for the good doctor, his family and
guests.
Recent guests to the Brooks' cubicle have included
several foreign students, some ot whom had never before
seen American football; Dennis Hamilton, SGA president;
and a dozen or so members of the Yakima Job Corps camp.
To the right ot the President's compartment is t~

An MIA cross country meet
will be held next Tuesday and a
doubles handball tournament will
start in December. Entries are
still being ta.ken for handball.

-Call Ahead For Orders To Go-

.\'X·.Si-\\;-.

Sparks got on the scoreboard
first on a 30-yard pass from
Shimenski to Garrison. The con.
version failed and the score was
6-0. The Swim Team Ued up
the game on a 50-yard pass
from Mor rill to Garrison. The
conversion attempt was no good.

Th·e ·

j

1. Notre Dame 35, Army '
13 in 1913 • • • This game.
was picked because of its
1
historical importance • • • ·
This one game, more than
any other, proved the value
of the forward pass in foot.
ball.
2. Dlinois 39, Michigan 14,
1924 ••• The game Whfm
Red Grange made runs of
95, 66, 55 and 40 yards ea.ch
for 4 touchdowns in the 1st
quarter • • • This is voted
the greatest iDdividual per.
formance of an.ume.
3. 1925 Rose Bowl •••
The classic meeting of foot.
ball's most famous backfield
(Notre Dame's Four Horsemen) and the man some call
the greatest single back in
history (Stanford's Ernie
Nevers).
4. 1940 NaUona.l League
title game (Bears 73, Redskins 0) • • • This game was
picked because it helped establish the modern T.format1011:

I bet you didn't know •••
who bas more checked, ;
striped, CGlored and pattern.
ed shirts? Why, Berry's, of
courser

BAILEY
". • .also mayor. . . " .
room inhabited by the statisticians and information representatives from the two schools involved.
Also in the information cubicle is the individual involved
with recording, on a typewriter, the game's every play.
From this man one can usually depend on such pearls
ot wisdom as, "This is an impossible task; Nothing here
is right; or, I am underpaid."
From this booth also come some of the greatest debates
of all time. It is a rare day when the two statisticians
can agree on all the aspects ot the game. one will generally
be at least 15 yards to. the contrary ot the other and hence
both wlll have to go over their play-by-play statistics
to find where the discrepency lies. Then, and only then,
can any stats be distributed to the reporters in the third
and definitely most interesting cubicle.
~eluded in this third "party'' are the sports editors
of the Ellensburg Daily Record and campus Crier, a timer
· and scorer, a down and distance recorder, a spotter, ,
and a play-by-play announcer who in this case happens
also to be the mayor ot Ellensburg, Sherm Balley.
These are the basic personnel. others who may be
counted on to be in the press section are any number of
"Officials" whO have found the view from there to be
the best, and the warmest.
His honor Mayor Bailey, it must be pointed out, was
first a· radio personality and then a mayor. His major
training was in radio and communications. He was well
established in that tteld when he turned to politics.
Comments such as: ~'He's no journalist, he's a biologist;"
or, "Nice write up last week, fellow, but the star of your
article didn't even suit up," are commonplace in the
real press section ot the box.
And just what ls the outcome of ·the many man hours
devoted to sport in the press box? (See page 15)

The Roffler
Seu lptur-Kut
Technique
Appointments
925-5141

Look 1hai-P with the Razor Cut. Call shop, 925- :
5141 for. addltlonal Information.
_ ,!

Licari's Barber Shop
<

. in,The Elton Hotel

;, ·

Women's Volleyball
Got Bo-ost i.n 1964
I

(This is the third in a
series of articles exploring
the history and atmosphere
surrounding women's athlet.
ics at Central Washington
, State College.)

Because of this difficulty Cen.
tral play until this season had
Omaha, Nebraska, d u r i n r;
pire'' teams east of the moUii.
tains. This fall, however, sev.
eral other teams organized into
a fall conference and the first
Pacific Northwest Volleyball
,Tournament was held in British
'columbia..

By CHRIS <'RUITRICH
Sports Editor
In early 1895 W1111am G. Mor.
gan, an instructor at Holliocl~
College on the east coast, intro.
CENTRAL WINS TOURNEY
duced the sport of volleyball to
Central won the British Colum.
the United States. From that
time on the sport has been bia tourney this year after suf.
steadily growing throughout this f ering only one loss in seven
games. Other teams entered in
country.
Probably the greatest impetus the Canadian meet were Penin.
to women's volleyball since Mor. sula Community College, Pacific
gan' s tlme came in the 1964 University, Washington State
Olympic Games in Tokyo, dueto University, and the Universities
the great amount of time and of Montana, Victoria, and British
·effort expended by the Japanese Columbia.
team. Their publicity led to the
In other meets this season
installation of the sport, for the
Miss
Erlice Ktllorn's charges
first time, on the Olympic agen.
da. As fate would have it, the bested Washington State's "A"
and "B'' teams here in Ellens.
1968 games in Mexico will not
include volleyball, so that worn. · burg and lost to Meadowbrook,
en's basketball can be included. a Seattle community team, in
Seattle.
Out of the surge in volleyball
in 1964 also grew a great dearth
Other games scheduled thi8
of new books and techniques
fall are the Jefferson Jets, an•
to the world of volleyball. As
other Seattle community team,
it exists today the trend is def.
at 11 a.m. tomorrow arid the
initely upward in both men's and
Inland Empire Tournament at
women's volleyball.
Pullman on Dec. 1 and 2.
MAJOR DIFFERENCE
To this day only two major
differences exist in the rules
as set up for the two sexes.
One is the height of the net.
Men play with a higher obstacle
in front of them. The other is
a point of net play - that is,
women are allowed to follow
through on shots over the net
into the opp0nent' s territory.
More technical aspects of the
game are taken up with the
ruling bodies of women's athletics in general. The govern.
ing body under which Central
plays, the Division of Girls'
and Women's Sports, for in·
stance, dictates the position each
player shall play on each serve
of the ball. Another group, the
United States Volleyball Asso.
ciation, has no such stipulation.
In the northwest, volleyball
has had a difficult time organiz.
ing because of problems in
scheduling. Some colleges and
universities schedule volleyball
as a fall sport, as at Central,
while others have their volley.
ball season during the winter
months.

·FIDELITY UNION LIFE.
INSURANCE CO.
COLLEGEMASTER
Guaranteed. by a top co~ I
;pony

Harriers·in Dist. I Meet .
With five runners among the
top ten, Central's cross country
team edged out Whitworth to
take first place in the Ever.
- green Conference finals held
over a four.mile course atWhit.
worth in Spokane last Saturday.
It was the first time in the
history of the conference that
cross country finals have been
. held.
Team scores in the meet were
Central 31, Whitworth 38, West.
· ern 71 and Eastern 87. Jerry
Tighe of Whitworth was the indi·
vidual
winner, rjnn
l1 vidua.l winner, running the
! course in 19.42. Bruce Peters
: of Eastern was second in 20 .04
and Mark Henry of Central was
third in 20 .09. Len Long of
Whitworth was fourth in 20.15
· and Central's Steve Kamp was
fifth in 20 .20.
Wildcat Terry Kelley finished
in sixth place in 20 .23, Jain
Fisher of Whitworth was sev.
· enth in 20 .27 and Dale Aberle
of Central was eighth in 20.29.
Sam Ring of Central was ninth
in 20.48 and Monte Moore of
Whitworth rounded out the top

ten with a time of 21.08.
wW participate in the meet with
"I was really pleased with the ·the
Evergreen
Conference
victory, our boys really came· teams.
. through," Coach ArtHuttonstat.. ..
i ed. He also said that even
Coach Hutton stated that Cen.
though a Central runner did .tral and Whitworth will be the
.not take first place, all placing ,favorites at the district meet.
Wildcat runners finished in the ·Whitworth has the individual ta.
' top ten.
vorite in Jerry Tighe but lacks
Tomorrow, Centra.l'sha.rriers 'the depth that Central has. The
will travel to Bellingham to .outstanding runners in the dis.
·compete in the NAIA District trict meet will participate in
, Championship meet. Whitman. :the NAIA finals being held in
~ Pacific Lutheran, University of [Omaha, Nebraska . d u r i n g
i Puget Sound, and St. Martins _ '. Thanksgiving vacation.
. 1

:GUERNSEY FRESH GRADE"A"

I

'MILK
!.80$ GAL~ON
Every Day 3:00 to 6:30 p.m. ·

SORENSON'S NANUM-VUE
,DRIVE-IN DAIRY
Two Miles Out On Kittitas Hiway
Rt. 5 Box 168

.962-2577
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Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BiC Duo
writes first time,
every time!
me' s rugged pair of
stick pens wins again
in unending war
against ball-point
skip, clog and smear.
Despite horrible
· punishment by mad
scientists, BIC still
writes first time, every
time. And no wonder.
mc's "Dyamite" Ball
is the hardest metal
made, encased in a
solid brass nose cone.
Will not skip, clog
or smear no matter
what devilish abuse
is devised for them
by sadistic students.
Get the dynamic
BIC Duo at your
campus store now.
WATERMAN-SIC PEN CORP.
MILFORD, CONN.

CASH
FOR YOUR USED

BOOKS
CLOTH

·oR

:PAPER
WHETHER
USEI) ON
'THIS CAMPUS
jO R NOT
1

1.No war clause .
~Exclus{ve benefits at· spe; cial rates

. Premium deposits deferred
)'OU are out of school'

i ~nt i I

·.J. W. "Bill" Rolcik

"CollegeMaster ·
Repr~sentative

504 E. 8th

962-9292

:OPEN
7:30 A.M.-8:00 P.M. Mondays Thru Fridays
:10 A.M.-5 P.M. Saturdays
.

\

.STUDENT DISCOUNT·
ON. GASOLINE
WITH-ANY OIL CHANGE
You get your choice of
the following services
conventional lube iob
tire f'otation
front wheel bearing pack
brake adiustment
Offer Good Throughout The Winter

Chuck's Richfield
ServiceJ 925-5546,
308 w. 8th '

No. SKI :(OMBO

Swimn1ers Ready For Season
Coach Bob Gregson (center with the shirt) halts turnout to give his swim team words of
encouragement for upcoming meets. First in the busy winter schedule for the mermen is
an intrasquad meet scheduled for November 21 at 1:30 p.m. Next on the Wildcats' agenda
is the Central Relays on December 2.

lntra,-squad Meets.~theduled
For Swim, Gymnastics Squads
This & One
Year Guarante

WE
ALSO

IT!

HAVE A

LAYAWAY

COMPLETE
SELECTION
OF

NOW

HART
SKllS

417 N. Pearl

Next Tuesday, Central's freshmen swimmers
will take on the Varsity in an annual me ' t
being held at the Nicholson pool at 1:30 pm.
In an earlier practice meet, the Varsity defeated
the freshmen by a score of 5 8-48.
Leading the varsity will be All-Americans
Mark Morrill and Jerry Malella. Morrill will
compete in diving and J4alella will compete
in all strokes. Leading freshmen are Mark
Sheppard and steve Kramer, freestyle; Bob
Sheehan, backstroke; Kim Folk, diving; and
Dennis Seacat, freestyle and the sprints.
Central's first regular meet will be the
Relay Invitational being held here December 2.
Teams competing in the meet will be Pacific
Lutheran, University of Pug~t Sound, Western
Washington and Eastern Washington.
Central' s gymnastic team will also participate
in an intersquad meet. The meet will be held
in Nicholson Pavilion next Tuesday.
one team captain will be Junior Det Wegener.

Head coach Richard Hahn stated that Wegener
in free exercise and Karol Sowinski in the
vault have been performing well in turnouts.
Freshman Fred Trousdale will be the other
team captain. He will compete on the rings
and floor exercise. other outstanding freshmen
are Jim Brown, trampoline, free exercise
and vaulting; and Jerry Brower, side horse.
Hahn stated that he ahs an outstanding group
freshman turning out.
The Wildcat gymnasts will compete in their
first regular meet against the University of
Oregon on December 2. The meet will be
held here in the upper gym and will begin
at 2 p,m.
Hahn stated that the Wildcats will give Oregon ·
a good battle and might possibly come out
with a victory. He also stated that the team
had looked good in practice and should win
three or four meets which is good _for the first
time against varsity competition.

The Steve Loug.h ery Bond Soys Thanks.

STEVE LAUGHERY AND HIS "MANY SOU~DS OF NINE" ORCHESTRA
II AT OCEAN SHORES"

Bookings:

Moses Lake Music
"

Co.

Mose Lake, Wash.

.

As Grid Season Ends .

THE

• •

BARON

;Cats Seek Even Record
Central Washington, ' lone
claimant to second place in the
Evergreen conference gridiron
chase, lays its chances for an
even 5.5 season on the line to.
morrow night in Tacoma as they
take on the Loggers from the
University of Puget Sound.
The.Wildcats will meetatough
challenge in the UPS team. Last
week the Loggers bested South.
ern Oregon, co-champs of the
Or~n Collegiate Conference,
55.20.
Last season Central won only
two football games; both of those
were, however, against the Log.
gers. This season coach Bob
Ryan's troops will be looking
for some measure of revenge.
Among this year's players are
some 30 lettermen from last
year's squad.
Included in the crop of let.
termen are several backfield
specialists: Don Sullsevich, full·
·back; Corkey Diseth and Pat
Larkin, halfbacks; and Bob Bot.
ley, quarterback, head the list
of eligible offensive leaders.
The line of the UPS team h;
strong this season and is. anchored by two all·conference
choices of 1966. Joe Roundy,
at defensive tackle and Mike
Sienkiewich, offensive. specia)..
ist, should provide much needed
beef for the UPS forward wall.
If the Wildcats are able to
generate the kind of offensive
showings which helped them top
the Whitworth Pirates last week,
the Loggers will find the goin{;
rather tough even on their. own
turf.

In that vengeful contest last

weekend, the Wildcats turned
the tables on the upset minded
Whitworthians and sent them
back to Spakane on the . short
end of a 13-0 count.
Steve Hartling, who was named
NAIA back of the week for hifi

~Mt~if\lMlf\f

STEVE HERTLING
Central' s skatbacl:
turned it on for 110 yards
rushing against the Piratet;
of Whitworth. Central won
the Whitworth game 13-0.

performance against Eastern,
carried the football 25 times
for 11 O yards against Whitworth
in leading all offensive efforts
for both teams. Aiding Hertling
in the offensive effort was Bill
Muir who carried for 70 yards
on the ground, including a seven
yard jaunt for a touchdown.
For mu ch of the fir st half it
looked a great deal like neither
team would dent the other's end
zone. Then with little more
than a minute remaining in the
half Skip Raish hit Howard Hos.
ley on a 54 yard pass play which
carried the Wildcats to the
Whits' 23 yard line.
Muir gained three yards for
the 'Cats, Hertling got five more
than Raish, aided by a block
from Hertling, ran 15 yards for
the score. Butch Hill missed
the extra paint but at the ha1f
Central led 6·0.
After a scoreless third quar.
ter in which the Pirates ~ove
to the Central four.yard line
but could not score, the Wild..
cats again took the offensive.
Central drove from their own
42 to the Whitworth seven in
seven plays. Muir then did the
honors taking the ball into the
end zone for the score. Hill' r;
point was good this time and
the 'Cats led l3o0.
central had one more oppor.
tunity to score in the fourth
quarter when Ron Ewing inter.
cepted a Whitworth pass on the
Central 33. The Wildcats drove
from there to the Whitworth 17
but failed to get all the way in
for the score.
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TAKES PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING
HIS GREAT ARRIVAL

FOOTBALL FOR SHUT-INS
At next Saturday's football game while you are sitting
in your choice student's seat behind the end zone, won't
you pause and give a thought to football's greatest and,
alas, most neglected name? I refer, of course, to Champert
Sigafoos.
·
Champert Sigafoos (1714-1928) started life humbly on
a farm near Thud, Kansas. His mother and father, both
named Walter , were bean-gleaners, and Champert became
a bean-gleaner too. But he tired of the work and went to
Montana where he got a job with a logging firm. Here the
erstwhile bean-gleaner worked as a stump-thumper. After
a month he went to North Dakota where he tended the
furnace in a granary (wheat-heater). Then he drifted to
Texas where he tidied up oil fields (pipe-wiper). Then to
Arizona where he strung dried fruit (fig-rigger). Then
to Kentucky where he fed horses at a breeding farm (oattoter). Then to Long Island where he dressed poultry
(duck-plucker). Then to Alaska where he drove a delivery
van for a bakery (bread-sledder). Then · to Minnesota
where he cut up frozen lakes (ice-slicer) . Then to Nevada
where he determined the odds in ·a gambling house (dicepricer). Then to Milwaukee where he pasted camera
lenses together (Zeiss-splicer).
Finally he went to Omaha where he got a job in a tannery, beating pig hides until they were soft and supple
(hog-flogger). Here occurred the event that changed not
only Champert's life, but all of ours.
Next door to Champert's hog-floggery was a mooring
mast for dirigibles. In flew a dirigible one day, piloted by
a girl named Graffa von Zeppelin. Champert watched
Graffa descend from the dirigible, and his heart turned
over, and he knew love. Though Graffa's beauty was not
quite perf ect~one of her legs was shorter than the other
(blimp-gimper )-she was nonetheless ravishing, what
with her tawny hair and her eyes of Lake Louise blue and
her marvelously articulated haunches. Champert, smitten,
ran quickly back to the hog-floggery to plan the wooing.
To begin with, naturally, he would give Graffa a present. This presented problems, for hog-flogging, as we all
know, is a signally underpaid profession. Still, thought
Champert, if he had no money, there were two things he
did have: ingenuity and pigskin.
So he selected several high grade pelts and stitched
them·together and blew air into them and made for Graff a
a perfectly darling little replica of a dirigible. "She will
love this," said he confidently to himself and proceeded to
make ready to call on Graffa.
First, of course, he shaved with Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades. And wouldn't you? If you were looking
to impress a girl, if you wanted jowls as smooth as ivory,
dewlaps like damask, a chin strokable, cheeks fondlesome,
upper lip kissable, would you not use the blade that
whisks away whiskers quickly and slickly, tuglessly and
nicklessly, scratchlessly and matchlessly? Would you riot,
in short, choose Personna, available both in I_njector style
and double-edge style? Of course you would. _.
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As Gulliver discovered, falling asleep at the wrong time can be downright embarrassing,
even for a Big Man on Campus. Ah, well, it can happen to the best of us. Your eyelids
droop. Your attention wanders. You're drowsy all over. Quick! Take a couple of NoDoz.
NoDoz really works to help you stay alert. Keep some handy, in your
pocket, your medicine chest, the glove compartment of your car.
NoDoz. It's non habit-forming. Take NoDoz. Show 'em they can't
keep a good man down.

THE ONE TO TAKE WHEN YOU HAVE TO STAY ALERT.

,

-
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So Champert, his face a study in epidermal elegance,
rushed next door with his little pigskin dirigible. But
Graffa, alas, had run off, . alas, with a bush pilot who specialized in dropping limes to scurvy-ridden Eskimo villages (fruit-chuter).
Champert, enraged, started kicking his little pigskin
blimp all over the place. And who should walk by Just
then but Jim Thorpe, Knute Rockne, Walter Camp, and
Pete Rozelle !
They walked silently, heads down, four discouraged
men. For weeks they had been trying to invent football,
but they couldn't seem to find the right kind of ball. They
tried everything-hockey pucks, badminton birds, bowling
balls, quoits-but nothing worked. Now seeing Champert
kicking his pigskin spheroid, their faces lit -up and as one
man they hollered "Eureka!" The rest is history.

* * *

©1967, Max Shulman

Speaking of kicks, if you've got any about your present shave cream, try Burma-Shave, regular or menthol.

Professor Plans Russian Tour
1t. .. ~.__. · ·wasbtnlton '8tatel iblii :ahl'.-.nu :· ar: oome~- tb8r
e'ollece 1WWll9 prdessor 'WOO ~- be abl&to Qbserve tbe Chri8-'

spent 'tlle -summer -~ 1966 (as
a studeDf.;tourlst) ·ID Russia, wm 1
return ..apin ·aext month to 'ristti
the country In 1t8·wtntery mood.1
Gordon Tbo_m as, wbb teaches"
both Spanish and Russian at central, will bead a tour group of

Uan ettlebratJ,on at zagorsk Mon_:

uteij near :Moscow~- .schedUlecl

to be In , Leningrad for New
.,Y;ear's Eve1 they alsowlll attend·
a ''Grandfather Frost" party,;
the Soviet counterpart d. the·
western Christmas cel.~bration, ·
northwest residents on a 20-day complet~ . with gift exchanging
trip o'fer the Christmas boll· ·and children receivingtoysfrom
days.. The group will leave Dec. Grandfather Frost. -· ·· . ·
15 from SeaTac Airport via
Members of the group range
SAS, Scandinavian, Airline Sys·
in age from 57 to 20 and will
tem, Inc., and return Jan. 3.
Include ·students, college pro-1
Thomas' experience as a ~ fe~~~r~.- ~d ~~f~~-n ... A~.,~~~~!11.
dent In Russia and his knowledge 1i persons have signed up for
ot · the language and the country the trlp. Thomas said the group
bas enabled him to .outllne a .will be prepared for December
full actiVity program t~ the : weather condltlons similar to
American visitors from the that of Ellensburg with daily
northwest.
0
.minimum temperature at about
4.lthough the.tour ~~m~i:s.:wm -~Q degrees above ·anc:l 111~~~':'~

r--CAT-A-LOG:-----"1
I Thanksgiving Approaches

Northwesterners . wm
~. their winter visit to :~~s-:
flla at Kte.v, famed -for lts U'··
clittectural restorations and ·as
the orlgtnal site ol St. Sopbla
·~'-the P~:c·he-;stay~ ·M~nastei~yot the Caves.
,
Enroute they will spend anlght
in · Copenhagen and an afternoon;
In Warsaw, Poland . . Thomu
chose Kiev as the starting P<>lnt
ln Russia to provide an itinerary.
.wblcb . follows cbr.onologtcalty
the blstorical development of
~he country.
'
· During three and a half days
at Kiev, the grouP Will visit
school~, tactories and historical'
. 's ites and then spend an- after·
noon with actors from the
Ukrainian National Theatre. Up.
.on arriving the evening of Dec.
'21 in Moscow, they will have
a choice between missing dinner
or attendJng lhe the~re or ballet.
'A full day, Dec. 22 is reserv•
ed for a visit to the Kremlin.
:r~ e~eniilg . will be tor .the

I

Friday, Nov. 17
7 p,m. and 10 p.m.: SGA movies,
"The Last Angry Man,"
· "Requiem for a Heavyweight, 12'
. Hertz Recital Hall
8:15 p.m.: All school play, "The
1'bree Penny Opera," McConnell ·
Auditorium.
9 p,m.: Jazz ln the cavern
9 p,m.: l.K.'s Playboy Dance,
SUB Ballroom
Saturday, Nov. 18
Football with UPS-Away
1 p.m.: Co-Recreation, Nichol~
son PavWon
7 p.m and 10 p.m.:SGAmovtes,
Hertz Recital Hall
8: 15 p.m.: All school play
9 p.m.: Swimming, Nicholson Pavilion
9 p.m.: Jazz in the cavern .
9 p.m.: Student Wives' Rock and
Roll Dance
Sunday Nov. 19
2 p.m.: Co-Recreation, Nichol·
son Pavilion

AWS Plans Dinner
For Christmas Tolo ·
AWS Christmas Tolo wlll be
Saturday, Dec. 2 from 9-12 p,m.
in the SUB Ballroom.
Dining before theformaldance
will be available in Sue LOm·
bard.

theatre, baitet or. perhaps a~;
pet · sbow presenting .a .strong
vl~aJ. .. s.a tlre ot. con~_rn.por~y
sOviet society, Thomas satd~
Other ~blgbpolnts ot the Mosco-:
visit 'llll be a tour of G~UM
Department Store, troika ridef
In the snow at Gorky Park, and
tour ol Mosfllm, the major Soviet'
film studio. The tour membe~s'.
Will also attend an evening recep.'
tion with persorinel from Mo•
fllm.
Dec.' 28, the group leaves Via
_train for Lentngrad, Where 1n
five full days, the _.,tour P:<>.UJ>
will vtslt the Winter Palace,.
Peter-Paul Fortress, the SUm·
mer Palace in the town of PUsh·
kln, 'attend a Grandfather Frost
party, meet with leading educ.,.
tort;J from the Unlve·r slty of Len-.
ingrad..
. ..
· There also will be time In
Leningrad tor an excursion · to
the -Hermitage Gallery with Its
magnificent collection· ol old
masters and modern French Im·
pres.sl~is~s~ .

at about 4o·c!egrees.

., Tba

__

NOW,
OPEN

THE
'7~15

p.m.: International Film
Series, "Knife In the water"
(Poland), McConnell Auditorium
Monday, Nov. 20
6:30 p.m.: NIA Volleyball, Var·
slty Gym, Nicholson Pavilion

BARON

Wishes T.o Extend A Warm
.Welcome To All
.Who Appreciate
The Finer Luxuries
Life Has To· Offer

Tuesday, Nov. 21
1 p.m.: Curbstone, SUB Cage

Wednesday, Nov. 22
1 p.m.: Classes Dismissed

Introduce Yourself

Thursday, Friday, Saturday,
Sunday: Thanksgiving vacation

4th Street

''NO ATMOSPHERE THAT_~S
CHARGED FOR~ •• BUT.
ATMOSPHERE THAT'S

CHARGED WITH

.ENJOYMENT''

P1zzA M1A
Be~t

92s-1111

Pizza In Town-Across From Jerrol's

NINE

ACROSS

STORES

,_ fROM
THE

·UNDER
ONE ROOF

COLLEGE

PlentY 9f Free Parkin.a And
All These Service~· In One Convenient Location
Pizza
Photographic Supplies
Women's Fashions
Beauty
S~op
Steakhouse
.Men's Clothing
Jewelers

Sauna Bath
Record Shop

• Plaza Record Shop • J & J Jewelers • Dave's Barber Shop e Plz~a Piazza ·• Modern Photo
• Campus Beauty.Parlor • The Knickerbocker • Wrangler • Margaret's .

